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Abstract
In this paper, we study a slotted Aloha cooperative network where a source node and a relay node send status updates of

two underlying stochastic processes to a common destination. Additionally, the relay node cooperates with the source by

accepting its packets for further re-transmissions using probabilistic acceptance and relaying. We obtain the exact steady

state distributions of Age of Information (AoI) and Peak AoI sequences of both nodes using Quasi-Birth-Death Markov

chains. The analytical model is first validated by simulations and then used to obtain optimal cooperation policies when

transmission probabilities are fixed. Subsequently, we study the more general problem of joint optimization of the

transmission probabilities and cooperation level between the source and relay, with detailed numerical examples.
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1 Introduction

In wireless status update systems, individual nodes send

wirelessly the status of certain underlying stochastic pro-

cesses towards a common destination (or monitor) in the

form of information packets. In such systems, the timeli-

ness of the status updates at the destination is of crucial

importance. For the purpose of quantifying the timeliness,

for a given node, the Age of Information (AoI) sequence is

defined as the elapsed time since the generation instance of

the last packet that has been delivered to the destination

[1]. As a result, this AoI sequence is a cyclic sequence

which increases steadily in a cycle but is subject to abrupt

downward jumps at the end of that cycle, due to reception

of a new packet. The Peak AoI (PAoI) sequence is obtained

by concatenating the per-cycle peak values of the AoI

sequence [2]. The expected values of the stationary AoI

and PAoI sequences in discrete-time and of the AoI and

PAoI processes in continuous-time have been extensively

studied in the literature for a wide variety of communica-

tion scenarios. However, their higher order moments or

distributions are sought to a lesser extent; see the recent

surveys on AoI [3, 4] and the references therein. On the

other hand, cooperative scenarios are of great interest in a

wide range of wireless networks such as IoT systems, next

generation communication networks, sensor networks and

so on, due to their ability to improve the network perfor-

mance in terms of throughput and delay. However, AoI-

related metrics have not been extensively studied in

cooperative status update systems where certain nodes

transmit their time-sensitive packets cooperatively to a

destination.

In this paper, we investigate AoI and PAoI in a coop-

erative slotted Aloha network in which a pair of source and

relay nodes send status updates of the so-called source and

relay processes, respectively, to a common destination in a

timely manner; see Fig. 1. Moreover, the relay node

attempts to reduce the AoI of the source node by devoting

its own transmission resources for relaying the unsuc-

cessfully transmitted packets of the source node, at the

expense of increasing the AoI of the relay node itself. In

the studied setting, the relay node controls the level of

cooperation by adopting two probabilistic policies namely

the admission and relaying policies, the combination of

these two policies being referred to as the cooperation

policy. This cooperative scheme being as simple as it
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seems, can be considered as the core mechanism of more

complex networks, and has been largely used in various

existing studies [5–8]. The main contributions of this paper

are as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, the cooperative slotted

Aloha cooperative network is studied in a general

setting for the first time, from an age of information

perspective. More specifically, in the studied scheme,

transmissions of the source and relay nodes use random

access. Also, the packets of the source may reach the

destination via direct transmission or the two-hop relay

link.

• The exact distributions of the AoI and PAoI sequences

associated with the source and relay nodes are obtained

in this general setting using Quasi-Birth-Death (QBD)

Markov chains.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the related work. Section 3 presents preliminaries

for QBD Markov chains which will be instrumental for the

remainder of the paper. Section 4 details the system model.

The steady state distributions of the source and relay AoI

and PAoI sequences are obtained in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6,

numerical results are presented. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes

the paper.

2 Related work

The introduction of the AoI concept in [1, 9] has recently

caused a surge of interest in AoI-related research. In the

earlier works, AoI is generally studied from a continuous-

time queuing systems viewpoint. In [1], the average AoI

was obtained for M/M/1, M/D/1 and D/M/1 queues with

First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) discipline and optimal

arrival rates are obtained for minimizing the average AoI.

The reference [10] studied the AoI and PAoI in FCFS

M/M/1/1 and M/M/1/2 queues as well as the non-pre-

emptive Last-Come-First-Served (LCFS) M/M/1/2* queue

whereas [11] derived a general formula for the stationary

distribution of the AoI in a very general single-source

setting. The exact distributions of AoI and PAoI are

obtained for a single-source bufferless PH/PH/1/1 queue

with probabilistic preemption and also a single packet

buffer M/PH/1/2 queue when the packet in the waiting

room is replaced by a new arriving fresh packet with an

arbitrary probability [12]. Multi-source systems have also

attracted the attention of researchers. The reference [13]

studies a multi-source M/M/1 queue with FCFS, preemp-

tive bufferless, and non-preemptive single buffer with

replacement queuing disciplines, using Stochastic Hybrid

Systems (SHS) and derive the mean AoI for each source.

Moreover, the authors find the region of feasible average

status ages for multiple updating sources and also charac-

terize how a service facility can be shared among multiple

sources. The reference [14] obtains the average PAoI for

M/G/1 and M/G/1/1 systems with heterogeneous service

time requirements. A two-source M/M/1/2 queuing system

is studied using SHS techniques in [15] where a packet

waiting in the queue is replaced by a newly arriving packet

from the same source.

A number of research studies focus on discrete-time AoI

queuing models. An FCFS-type Ber/G/1 queue is studied in

[16] which derives explicit expressions for the average AoI

and PAoI and also mean AoI expressions for the discrete-

time LCFS queue. In [17], the authors investigate a single-

source discrete-time system for FCFS, preemptive LCFS,

and bufferless (with packet dropping) queuing schemes and

they derive closed-form expressions for the generating

functions and the stationary distributions of the AoI and the

PAoI. In another recent work [18], the authors study a

discrete-time multi-source system using QBD Markov

chains and obtain the exact distributions of per-source AoI

and PAoI for systems with non-preemptive bufferless,

preemptive bufferless and non-preemptive single buffer

with replacement queuing disciplines. Herein this paper,

the current work is inspired by the proposed approach

employed in [18] in the setting of a single-hop, coordinated

access system model, in order to obtain the probability

distributions of the AoI and PAoI sequences for a vastly

different cooperative random access network involving

two-hop multi-path communication and random access

transmission.

Recently, there has been an increase of interest in AoI in

multi-hop scenarios. The reference [19] investigates a

general multi-hop network where packets of a source dis-

perse through the network from an entry point. The authors

show that if the transmission times of packets are expo-

nentially distributed, among all possible scheduling poli-

cies of the nodes, the Last-Generated-First-Served

preemptive policy minimizes the average age of the stream.

The authors of [20] consider a time-slotted network sce-

nario where a source node transmits the status updates to a

Fig. 1 The studied two-node cooperative slotted Aloha-based

scenario
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destination with the help of a relay node while the direct

link also exists and the transmissions of source and relay

nodes are scheduled. Two age-oriented relaying protocols

are devised in this work to reduce the AoI at destination,

and the closed-form average AoI is derived for both pro-

tocols. The reference [21] investigates a two-hop continu-

ous-time system where status updates are captured by both

nodes, however, higher priority is considered for the

packets that travel through the two-hop link to destination.

Exact distributions of AoI and PAoI are derived for the

non-priority packets while tight bounds are found for the

priority flow. In this paper, a two-hop network is studied in

discrete-time for which transmissions of the source and

relay nodes use random access which is a different scenario

than the ones that are mentioned above.

AoI has also been studied for non-cooperative random

access networks as well. The authors of [22] investigate a

random access scenario where sources send their status

updates to a destination using a variation of slotted Aloha

and obtains the average AoI while comparing the proposed

random access method with conventional slotted Aloha and

round robin protocols. The reference [23] studies the

impact of Irregular Repetition Slotted Aloha (IRSA) on

AoI with IRSA being a modern random access protocol

which has recently emerged as a promising solution to

support massive machine-type communications. In [23],

the steady state distribution of AoI and its expected value

are derived in closed-form. The reference [24] proposes

decentralized age-efficient transmission policies for ran-

dom access channels with multiple transmitters and shows

that the slotted Aloha-type algorithms are asymptotically

age-optimal only when the arrival rates are less than a

specified threshold. The authors of [25] present a steady-

state analysis of threshold-Aloha which is a distributed

age-aware extension of slotted Aloha. In threshold-Aloha,

each node suspends its transmission until a certain age

threshold is reached and then it attempts to transmit with a

fixed probability. Also, the authors of [26] propose an age-

oriented random access protocol for massive IoT networks

whereas [27] studies AoI in random access networks with

stochastic arrivals. AoI has also been studied in Carrier-

Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) environments [28, 29]. In

this paper, slotted Aloha is considered as the Medium

Access Control (MAC) protocol because of its analytical

tractability as well as the simplicity of its implementation.

3 QBD Markov chains

QBD Markov chains studied in the current paper are

described based on [30]. The studied infinite QBD-type

discrete-time Markov chain, denoted by N, is a two-di-

mensional Markov chain X‘ ¼ ðL‘;P‘Þ where L‘; 0 6 L‘ 6

1 and P‘ represent the level sequence and the phase

sequence, respectively, and N has an irreducible and pos-

itive recurrent probability transition matrix PN in the fol-

lowing block tridiagonal form:

PN ¼

A00 A01

A10 C D

B C D

B C D

. .
. . .

. . .
.

2
6666664

3
7777775
; ð1Þ

where A00, A01, and A10 are non-negative matrices of sizes

a� a, a� b, b� a, respectively, and the matrices B, C,

and D are of size b� b. There is a stationary probability

vector p ¼ ½p0 p1 � � �� of this QBD where pk is the

solution vector for level k and is of size 1� a for k ¼ 0 and

1� b for k > 1, and pðk; ‘Þ denotes the ‘th entry of pk. In

particular, the infinite row vector p satisfies the following

equations uniquely:

p ¼ pPN; p01a þ
X1
k¼1

pk1b ¼ 1; ð2Þ

where 1l denotes a column vector of ones of size l. Addi-

tionally, pk is in the following matrix-geometric form:

pk ¼ p1R
k�1; k > 2; ð3Þ

with the rate matrix R being the solution of the following

quadratic matrix equation

R ¼ R2Bþ RC þ D: ð4Þ

Hence, the computation of the rate matrix R is key to the

steady-state solution of QBDs. The unique solution to the

equation (4) can be obtained by existing computationally

efficient solvers such as the ordered Schur decomposition

based approach [31] or the logarithmic reduction procedure

[32]. However, for the QBDs of interest to the current

paper, the problem is even simpler since the matrix C will

be shown to be all zeros and the matrices B and D will be

shown to be in the following form:

B ¼
0ðb�lÞ�ðb�lÞ 0ðb�lÞ�l

0l�ðb�lÞ Il

" #
; D ¼

D0 D1

0l�ðb�lÞ 0l�l

" #
;

ð5Þ

for some matrices D0;D1, and l[ 0, where Il denotes the

identity matrix of size l and 0b�l is an all-zeros matrix of

size b� l. In this case, the matrix R defined as

R ¼
D0 � D�1

0 D1

0l�ðb�lÞ Il

" #
; ð6Þ

can easily be shown to satisfy the equation (4).
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4 System model

In this paper, a slotted Aloha-based cooperative wireless

network is investigated where two half duplex1 nodes,

namely the source node S and the relay node R, send status

update packets of two underlying stochastic processes,

namely the source and relay processes, respectively, to a

common destination D. Moreover, R holds a so-called re-

lay queue Q to buffer the unsuccessfully transmitted

packets of S for further re-transmissions. Q is assumed to

be a single buffer queue which holds the last accepted

packet of S. Figure 1 depicts the described network. Due to

the random access mechanism, collision (simultaneous

transmissions of more than one node) may occur in which

case D is not able to decode any of the transmitted packets.

The physical layer considerations (e.g., channel fading

characteristics or applied diversity and coding methods),

are modeled by the success probability /u;v for transmis-

sion from node u to node v (link u-v), where u 2 fS;Rg and
v 2 fR;Dg. Each status update is generated at the onset of

the time slot it is transmitted. Thus, status updates do not

wait at the nodes before they are transmitted.

At the beginning of each time slot, a status update of the

source process is generated and transmitted by S with

transmission probability pS. The transmitted packet is

successfully delivered to D unless it is erased either due to

channel errors (with the probability 1� /S;D) or due to

collision. Upon successful transmission, an ACK message

from D informs R of the successful transmission to drop

the potential existing packet in Q. Note that, since the

successfully transmitted packet via the direct link S-D is

fresher than the waiting packet in Q, there is no benefit in

holding the packet in Q any more, thus R should drop it

upon hearing an ACK from D. However, in case of

unsuccessful transmission on the direct link, R may also be

able to decode the packet with probability /S;R provided

that there is no collision. The ACK messages are assumed

to be immediately heard by both source and relay nodes

with no errors. Herein this paper, R adopts an admission

controlled replacement policy as follows: Once a packet of

S is received at R, it replaces the existing staler packet in Q

provided there is any. However, if Q is empty, then the new

packet is accepted with the so-called acceptance proba-

bility a. On the other hand, if R decides to send a packet

with transmission probability pR at the onset of a time slot,

it should decide whether to transmit a newly generated

status update of the relay process (its own packet) or the

existing packet in Q (if any). Once Q is empty, R sends its

own fresh packet. Otherwise, R transmits the waiting

packet in Q with the so-called relay probability b, or its
own packet with probability 1� b. Either way, the trans-

mitted packet is received successfully at D with the success

probability /R;D unless it has collided. If the relayed packet

of S is received successfully at D, an ACK from D informs

R to drop that packet from Q. Accordingly, the transmis-

sion procedure at each time slot in S is simply to decide

whether to transmit a packet based on the transmission

probability pS. On the other hand, the transmission proce-

dure in R is described in Algorithm 1, in which the nota-

tion ‘w.p.’ stands for ‘with probability’. Also, according to

the described scenario, Table 1 provides the probabilities

of all possible events in the network.

It is worth noting that R adopts two probabilistic

cooperation control mechanisms: admission control when

Table 1 Possible events in the network and their probabilities

Event Probability

Succ.a from S to D rS;D,pSð1� pRÞ/S;D

Succ. from S to R (if Q is full) rS;R,pSð1� pRÞð1� /S;DÞ/S;R

Succ. from S to R (if Q is empty) rS;Ra

Succ. from R (status update) to D (if Q is empty) rR;D,pRð1� pSÞ/R;D

Succ. from R (status update) to D (if Q is full) rR;Dð1� bÞ
Succ. from Q to D (if Q is full) rR;Db

Unsucc.b from S or R due to channel inefficiencies ru,pRð1� pSÞð1� /R;DÞ þ pSð1� pRÞð1� /S;DÞð1� /S;RÞ
No transmission (idle time slot) ri,ð1� pSÞð1� pRÞ
Collision rc,pSpR

Collision or unsucc. or idle r0,rc þ ru þ ri

aSuccessful transmission
bUnsuccessful transmission

1 Full duplex capability can also be considered for nodes as in [5].
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Q is empty and relaying control when it is full. Similar

cooperation mechanisms have been considered in [5, 8]. In

fact, having two degrees of freedom, i.e., a and b, instead
of just one (a or b), is especially useful when some addi-

tional constraints should be met in the network. For

example, as illustrated in Sect. 6, considering both

parameters a and b works more efficiently than just using

b, when the PAoI of R is constrained. For convenience, the

specific choice of the pair (a; b) is referred to as the co-

operation policy of R. In a non-cooperative network, R

adopts the no-cooperation policy, i.e., a ¼ 0 (or b ¼ 0). On

the other hand, in the full-cooperative network, R accepts

all the incoming packets from S and prioritizes them over

its own packets upon making transmission decisions, i.e.,

a ¼ b ¼ 1.

Let the discrete-time discrete-valued random sequence

Duð‘Þ denote the AoI governed by the status update packets

transmitted by node u (u 2 fS;Rg), monitored by D at time

slot ‘. By definition, Duð‘Þ ¼ ‘� duð‘Þ where duð‘Þ is the

instance of generation of the most recent received packet of

u at D. More specifically, suppose that the jth successful

packet of node u is generated at time slot dj

u
and received

successfully at D at time slot hj

u
. Then, Duð‘Þ starts from

Duðhj

u
Þ ¼ hj

u
� dj

u
and increases monotonically in time until
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the next packet of u is delivered successfully to D, i.e., time

slot hjþ1

u
. At that time, Duð‘Þ suddenly drops to hjþ1

u
� djþ1

u
.

At the instance just before the ðjþ 1Þth packet is received,

age of the jth packet takes the maximum value, namely

hjþ1

u
� dj

u
, which is called the peak age of the jth packet. The

sequence Kuð‘Þ, known as the peak AoI of packets of node

u, is the sequence obtained by concatenating these peak

values. Figure 2 depicts a sample path of Duð‘Þ and Kuð‘Þ.
Note that, since each packet takes at least one time slot to

be received successfully at D, Duð‘Þ takes the minimum

value 1. Consider the jth packet of node u which is aged at

D from time slot hj

u
to hjþ1

u
� 1. The sub-sequence of Duð‘Þ

where ‘ 2 ½hj

u
; hjþ1

u
� 1� is referred to as the age cycle of

successful packet j of node u. Therefore, Duð‘Þ is simply

composed of successive age cycles of successively

received packets of node u at D.

The notations Du and Ku are used to denote the steady

state random variables associated with the sequences Duð‘Þ
and Kuð‘Þ, respectively, where their steady state probability
mass functions (pmf) are denoted by pDu

ðnÞ and pKu
ðnÞ:

pDu
ðnÞ ¼ lim

‘!1
PrðDuð‘Þ ¼ nÞ; n > 1; ð7Þ

pKu
ðnÞ ¼ lim

‘!1
PrðKuð‘Þ ¼ nÞ; n > 1; ð8Þ

where Prð�Þ denotes the probability of its argument.

5 Distribution of the AoI and PAoI
sequences

A similar approach to [18] is followed here to obtain the

pmfs pDu
ðnÞ and pKu

ðnÞ (u 2 fS;Rg) by modeling the

journey of each packet (originated by node u) from the

instance of its generation and then its successful trans-

mission to D (the beginning of the age cycle of the packet),

till the instant at which the next packet is received suc-

cessfully at D (when the age cycle ends), by a QBD

Markov chain X‘ ¼ ðL‘;P‘Þ; ‘ ¼ 1; 2; . . ., which was

briefly described in Sect. 2. Let’s denote the packet of

interest, whose journey is being modeled, by P0. The

phases of the QBD X‘ represent the state of the system

regarding P0, while the levels, starting from level 1, model

the elapsed time since the generation of P0. More specifi-

cally, once P0 is generated and transmitted successfully to

another node, i.e., D or Q (for the packets of S), its journey

starts at level 1. Following that, the QBD’s level increases

by 1 after each time slot, until the next packet of node u is

received successfully at D, that is when the age cycle of P0
ends and the QBD should be restarted from level 1 to

account for the journey of another packet. To maintain the

QBD form of the Markov chain, certain auxiliary phases

are used for restarting the QBD from level 1. These phases

are described where the QBD models are detailed.

5.1 QBD model for the relay node

Once a packet of R (e.g., P0) is generated at the beginning

of a time slot and delivered to D at the end of that time slot,

its journey in the proposed QBD (named NR, depicted in

Fig. 3) begins from level 1 at phase E or F, depending on

whether Q is empty or full at that time, respectively. Fol-

lowing that, till the next successful transmission from R to

D, the state of Q may change due to transmissions from S

or Q, hence the phase of NR may change between E or F in

successive levels. When the next packet of R is delivered to

D, the age cycle of P0 ends and NR should be restarted

from level 1, to account for the age cycle of the next packet

of R. To this end, the auxiliary phases Te and Tf are

introduced to go back (level by level) from phases E and F,

respectively. Note that if the new packet arrives at D when

Q is empty (or full), NR should be restarted at phase E (F,

resp.). Transition probabilities are detailed in Fig. 3.

Recalling the definition of DRðnÞ and KRðnÞ, the phases

Ke and Kf are introduced in NR to find pKR
ðnÞ. In fact,

these states indicate the maximum value of age of P0 just

before resetting to 1 (due to the new packet arrival). Thus,

pKR
ðnÞ can be written as

pKR
ðnÞ ¼ lim

‘!1
PrðL‘ ¼ n j P‘ 2 fKe;KfgÞ; ð9Þ

¼ pRðn;KeÞ þ pRðn;KfÞP1
m¼1

�
pRðm;KeÞ þ pRðm;KfÞ

� ; ð10Þ

where pRðxÞ is the steady state probability of being in joint

state x of the QBD NR. Note that the auxiliary phases Te

and Tf are only introduced to restart NR, and also the

phases Ke and Kf to calculate pDR
ðnÞ. Henceforth, pDR

ðnÞ
can be written as:

pDR
ðnÞ ¼ lim

‘!1
PrðL‘ ¼ n j P‘ 2 fE;FgÞ; ð11Þ

¼ pRðn;EÞ þ pRðn; FÞP1
m¼1

�
pRðm;EÞ þ pRðm; FÞ

� : ð12Þ

5.2 QBD model for the source node

Studying DSðnÞ is different from DRðnÞ as packets of S

reach D via two links: the direct and relay links. Age cycle

of the packets that traverse the direct link, starts from 1,

while the packets that travel through the relay link wait at

Q for some time slots before they are delivered to D,

provided that they are not replaced or dropped. Hence, the

age cycle of the packet that passes the relay link, if not

replaced or dropped, starts from a value larger than 1 (at
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least 2, due to 1 time slot for S to R and 1 time slot for Q to

D transmissions). Therefore, in the proposed QBD (named

NS, refer to Fig. 4) that models the journey of packets of S

(e.g., P0) in the network, the phase W is introduced to track

the packets who travel through the relay link. Thus, once P0
is accepted at Q, its journey in NS starts from state W at

level 1. If the packet is replaced or dropped, NS is tracking

a faulty packet, as age is not defined for a packet which is

not received at D. In that case, NS should start over at level

1, tracking the newly received packet at R (that replaced

P0) or D (which forced R to drop P0), which is done by the

auxiliary phases Tp and Td, respectively. On the other

hand, if P0 is not replaced or dropped, it is relayed to D by

R at some time slot.

Once P0 is received at D, via either direct or relay links,

its age cycle starts and the level in NS increases by time

until the next packet of S is successfully received at D.

During this time, other packets of S may be accepted at Q

and change the phase of NS from E to F (recall that once P0
is received at D, Q becomes empty). Upon arrival of a new

packet of S to D, by using the auxiliary phase T, NS restarts

from level 1 to track the new packet.

Note that each packet of S may find Q empty or full

when it departs S. If Q is full and the new packet of S drops

or replaces the existing packet in Q, the phases Td and Tp

restart NS so that it models the journey of the new packet.

Thus, when NS is restarted by means of phase T, it is going

to track the journey of a packet which has entered the

network when Q is empty. In that case, the packet enters R

or D, respectively, by probabilities

ge
W
,

rS;Ra
ðrS;D þ rS;RaÞ

; ge
E
,

rS;D
ðrS;D þ rS;RaÞ

; ð13Þ

where rS;D þ rS;Ra is the probability of a successful trans-

mission from S (to R or D), provided that Q is empty. Also,

by using the same reasoning as in Sect. 5.1, the phase K is

introduced to NS to find pKS
ðnÞ as

pKS
ðnÞ ¼ lim

‘!1
PrðL‘ ¼ n jP‘ ¼ KÞ; ð14Þ

¼ pSðn;KÞ
P1
m¼1

pSðm;KÞ
; ð15Þ

where pSðxÞ is the steady state probability of being in joint

state x of the QBD NS. Note that the auxiliary phases just

aim to maintain the QBD structure of NS while restarting,

also the goal of phase K is to find pKS
ðnÞ and the phase W

tracks the packets whose age cycle has not yet begun. Thus,

pDS
ðnÞ can be written as:

pDS
ðnÞ ¼ lim

‘!1
PrðL‘ ¼ n jP‘ 2 fE;FgÞ; ð16Þ

¼ pSðn;EÞ þ pSðn;FÞ
P1
m¼1

ðpSðm;EÞ þ pSðm;FÞÞ
: ð17Þ

6 Numerical results

6.1 Model validation using simulations

In this subsection, the proposed analytical model is verified

by using simulations. To that end, the marginal pmfs of the

AoI and PAoI sequences of S and R are obtained using the

proposed analytical model, and the results are confirmed by

numerous simulations. Figure 5 depicts the marginal pmf

of AoI of both nodes for two different values of /S;D while

fixing a ¼ b ¼ 0:5, /R;D ¼ 0:9 and /S;R ¼ 1 with the two

choices of transmission probabilities pS ¼ pR ¼ 0:65 and

pS ¼ 0:25; pR ¼ 0:65. Also, the pmfs of the PAoI sequen-

ces of the source and relay nodes are depicted in Fig. 6.

Note that, in general, the assignment of numerical values to

the related parameters is arbitrary, however, the

Fig. 2 Sample path of the AoI and PAoI sequences of node u

Fig. 3 The transition diagram of NR, where

c
E
,r0 þ rS;D þ rS;Rð1� aÞ
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assignments /R;D ¼ 0:9, /S;R ¼ 1 and pS ¼ pR ¼ 0:65 are

chosen to be consistent with the following sections in

which a search space is to be explored in certain opti-

mization attempts. Also, the assignment pS ¼ 0:25; pR ¼
0:65 is chosen such that the curves in Fig. 5 (as well as in

Fig. 6) be distinguishable. As observed, the obtained

results using the proposed analytical model match perfectly

with the simulation results, which are indicated by A

(Analysis) and S (Simulation), respectively, in the legends.

6.2 Weighted-sum-average of the source
and relay AoI sequences

Weighted-Sum-Average (WSA) of the AoI sequences of

the source and relay nodes is defined as

WSA ¼ xSE½DS� þ xRE½DR�; ð18Þ

where xS and xR are real-valued non-negative normalized

weights, i.e., xS þ xR ¼ 1, associated with S and R, and

E½�� indicates the expectation operator. Being a commonly

used performance metric, WSA can be obtained readily by

using the marginal distributions of the associated AoI

sequences in Sect. 5.

In Sect. 6.2.1, assuming fixed values for transmission

probabilities of S and R, i.e., pS and pR, the optimal

cooperation policy is found (determined by optimal values

of a and b), which minimizes the WSA, constrained to

limited deviation in E½KR�. Then, in Sect. 6.2.2, the opti-

mal values of transmission probabilities as well as the

optimal cooperation policy (forming optimization with

respect to the variables pS, pR, a and b) are explored

aiming to minimize the unconstrained WSA.

6.2.1 Optimal cooperation policy for fixed transmission
probabilities

In this subsection, the following problem is addressed:

minimize
a;b

xSE½DS� þ xRE½DR� ð19aÞ

subject to E½KR�6 ð1þ hRÞE½KNC

R� ð19bÞ

0 6 a; b 6 1; ð19cÞ

where KNC

R denotes KR in the non-cooperative network and

the non-negative parameter hR determines the maximum

allowed increase in E½KR� with respect to E½KNC

R�. Note
that, in the non-cooperative network, R does not devote any

resources to relay the packets of S, therefore, E½KR� is
minimized.

Using exhaustive search, where a and b change from 0

to 1 by the step size 0.001, and by exploiting the QBD-

based analytical model, the WSA-optimal cooperation

policy has been obtained in various scenarios. More

specifically, we have considered good and mediocre R-D

channel states, i.e., /R;D ¼ 0:9 and 0.6, respectively, and

also perfect and medium states for the S-R channel, i.e.,

/S;R ¼ 1 and 0.5, respectively, while /S;D is varied from

0.2 to 0.7. Also, different relative weights have been con-

sidered for the nodes S and R, indicated by x ¼ 1=3; 1; 3

(x,xR=xS). In addition, the results are obtained where

E½KR� is tightly and loosely constrained, i.e., hR ¼ 0:1 and

1, respectively. Nodes’ transmission probabilities are fixed

to pS ¼ pR ¼ 0:65 in this example, however their optimal

values are sought in Sect. 6.2.2.

Figure 7 compares WSA in a network powered by the

WSA-optimal policy and the non-cooperative network. As

observed, WSA is significantly reduced when the optimal

policy is applied which is due to the cooperation aspect of

the system as well as the employment of the optimal pol-

icy. The improvement can be up to 53% especially in

network scenarios with poor S-D channels. As illustrated in

Fig. 8, the optimal policy also outperforms the full-coop-

eration policy for more than 33% in poor S-D channels.

Figures 7 and 8 reveal that not only cooperation helps

improve the WSA performance, but also the optimal

choices of a and b can further reduce it substantially.

In fact, in the full-cooperation policy, the AoI of S is

minimized, however, packets of R have the least priority

and experience the longest inter-departure time. On the

other hand, in the non-cooperative network, R devotes all

of its resources to send its own packets, hence, AoI of S is

maximized unlike AoI of R. However, in the optimal

Fig. 4 The transition diagram of NS, where c
E
,r0 þ rR;D þ rS;Rð1�

aÞ and c
F
,r0 þ rS;R þ rR;Dð1� bÞ
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policy, R adjusts a and b such that AoI of the nodes is

closest to each other in a way that the corresponding WSA

is minimized. Note that from a different point of view,

devoting time to relay all the incoming packets of S in the

full-cooperative network, causes that in some cases E½KR�
exceeds the desired threshold, particularly when it is tightly

constrained. In Fig. 8(b), only the scenarios where the

constraint is satisfied have been considered. More specifi-

cally, the full-cooperative policy does not satisfy the con-

straint on E½KR� with hR ¼ 0:1 in network scenarios where

x ¼ 1=3 and /R;D ¼ 0:9 for any assessed S-D channel

status and also in some other studied cases in Fig. 8(b).

6.2.2 Joint optimization of transmission probabilities
and cooperation policy

In this subsection, WSA is minimized with respect to the

transmission probabilities as well as the acceptance and

relaying probabilities. Mathematically, the following opti-

mization problem is investigated:

minimize
a;b;pS;pR

xSE½DS� þ xRE½DR� ð20aÞ

subject to 0 6 a; b; pS; pR 6 1: ð20bÞ

For the sake of convenience, we have removed the con-

straint on E½KR� for this problem. The resultant optimal

transmission and cooperation policy is referred to as the

Fig. 5 Pmf of the source and

relay AoI sequences for two

values of /S;D when /R;D ¼ 0:9,

/S;R ¼ 1 and a ¼ b ¼ 0:5, for

the cases pS ¼ pR ¼ 0:65 and

pS ¼ 0:25; pR ¼ 0:65

Fig. 6 Pmf of the source and

relay PAoI sequences for two

values of /S;D when /R;D ¼ 0:9,

/S;R ¼ 1 and a ¼ b ¼ 0:5, for

the cases pS ¼ pR ¼ 0:65 and

pS ¼ 0:25; pR ¼ 0:65
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overall-optimal policy. Using exhaustive search where pS
and pR are varied from 0.05 to 0.95 with step size being

0.1, and also a and b are varied from 0 to 1 with steps of

size 0.001, the optimal transmission probabilities and

cooperation parameters are obtained for /R;D ¼
0:9;/S;R ¼ 1; 0:5 while /S;D is varied from 0.2 to 0.7.

Figure 9 illustrates the obtained optimal values of pS
and pR, denoted by popt

S and popt

R . As seen, transmitting at

very low or high probabilities degrades the performance in

the sense of (20a), more specifically, 0:35 6 popt

S ; p
opt

R 6

0:65 in the explored numerical examples. Also, employing

equal values for pS and pR is not the optimal choice in most

of cases. On the contrary, especially when AoI of S and R

are not equally weighted, popt

S and popt

R can be significantly

far from each other. Moreover, relative values of popt

S and

popt

R depend highly on the parameter x, meaning that, for

x[ 1, i.e., xR[xS, p
opt

R [ popt

S and vice versa, in most

cases. Another observation comparing Fig. 9(a) and (b) is

that, the state of the S-R channel does not affect popt

S and popt

R

very much, at least within the numerical settings of the

current study. However, degraded S-R channel may result

in higher values of popt

S to compensate for the inefficiencies

in this channel.

Figure 10 depicts the percentage increase in WSA when

the optimal cooperative policy with given transmission

probabilities (pS ¼ pR ¼ 0:65 and 0.45) is applied com-

pared to the overall-optimal policy. As observed,ntrans-

mitting with non-optimal transmission probabilities can

degrade performance in terms of WSA up to more than

40% for the choice of pS ¼ pR ¼ 0:65 and 25% when pS ¼
pR ¼ 0:45 (in the numerical settings here), especially when

the S-D channel is downgraded and AoI of R is prioritized

over AoI of S, i.e., x ¼ 3. Figure 10 shows that choice of

mediocre values for pS and pR, i.e., 0.45, results in less

increase in WSA (which has been concluded from Fig. 9

earlier).

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we investigate a slotted Aloha-based coop-

erative status update network involving a source and a

relay node. Exact marginal pmfs of AoI and also PAoI

sequences of both nodes are obtained using QBD Markov

Fig. 7 Percentage improvement in WSA performance gained by using

the optimal cooperative policy with respect to the non-cooperation

policy, for a hR ¼ 1 and b hR ¼ 0:1, where pS ¼ pR ¼ 0:65,

/R;D ¼ 0:6; 0:9, /S;R ¼ 1 and x ¼ 1=3; 1; 3

Fig. 8 Percentage improvement in WSA performance gained by using

the optimal cooperative policy with respect to the full-cooperation

policy, for a hR ¼ 1 and b hR ¼ 0:1, where pS ¼ pR ¼ 0:65,

/R;D ¼ 0:6; 0:9, /S;R ¼ 1 and x ¼ 1=3; 1; 3
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chains and the proposed analytical model is validated by

simulations. Subsequently, using the analytical model, the

weighted-sum-average of the AoI sequences of the source

and relay nodes is studied, which is termed as WSA in this

paper. More specifically, certain optimum cooperation

policies (defined by acceptance and relaying probabilities)

are obtained. As observed, the optimal cooperation policy

reduces WSA substantially with respect to the full-coop-

erative and non-cooperative policies. Moreover, thanks to

the efficiency of the analytical model, the overall-optimal

policies have been obtained by which the optimal values of

the acceptance and relaying probabilities as well as the

transmission probabilities are found by brute-force search.

As observed, the optimal choice of the transmission prob-

abilities and the acceptance and relaying probabilities can

be very influential in terms of the minimization of WSA.

Future work will involve the extension of the proposed

models to more than two nodes as well as the joint distri-

bution of the AoI and PAoI sequences of these nodes.

Data Availibility The datasets generated and/or analysed during the

current study are available from the corresponding author on rea-

sonable request.
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